ABSTRACT
Here the first term represents processes independent of density; the second term represents the usual radiative recombination processes; and the third term represents Auger processes, where s is expected to be 2 or 3. Efficiences for these processes can be defined as follows:
The experiments were performed on a 4x4x3 mm 3 sample of ultra-pure, The quantities £ and
appear throughout the analysis of magneto-oscillatory phenomena. Other combinations of recombination efficiencies cannot easijy be obtained from these experiments. If £ < 1.0, it can be seen from Eq. (10) that the density Independent recombination mechanism is more important than the Auger mechanism. Conversely, if £ > 1.0, the Auger mechanism is more important than the density independent mechanism (for s • 2). The data displayed in Fig. 2 give direct information about £. Since the turnover time
we conclude that
In addition, from Eq. (10) we find that edl i .50 ,
in agreement with the results of Fig. 1 . We find from the data of We believe that a density independent recombination tim,. of several hundred psec is reasonable for Ge. is the carrier velocity which can be taken to be the Fermi velocity for carriers in the EHL. In this case x,. -1 msec would correspond to U. ~ 10'" c»~'. Our samples have not been fully characterized to this level, although it is known that the concentration of shallovr Impurities is S 10 11 cm"' and that levels are present associated with hydrogen.
Thus the study of the SCEHL in differently prepared samples m]y prove to be a sensitive test of impurity-induced recombination.
